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If you are looking for a bike that is very stylish looking and which provides you with an attractive
mileage then the Hero Honda Passion Plus will be the most perfect bike for you. This bike is the
advanced version of Hero Honda Passion, which was released earlier, and a lot of new features
have been added to it. 

If you are looking for Hero Honda Passion Plus price in India then you first need to know that the
cost of it is different in different cities of the country. The cost varies from Rs. 44,500 to as high as
Rs. 48,000 plus. However, if you consider the added advantages of this bike then you will find that
the price of it is actually quite reasonable, compared to the other available bikes in India which
match in specification and style with it. So, if you are ready to pay the cost then you can surely go
for it as the result will surely be satisfactory.

The bike is a road bike for regular use for transportation. It has a single cylinder, 97.2cc, 4 stroke
engines with air cooling system. So you can surely understand that it will come handy as a ride on
the traffic as it will provide you with more control because the clutch and tyres of this bike has been
made advanced to get you a better grip on the bike. The 4 speed gear is another thing that you will
surely appreciate in this bike as you will have a great control of riding the bike. The well responsive
front and back breaks make this bike safer to drive.

With the increasing use of bikes, the bikes price in India is becoming more reasonable. The youth of
India prefers bike as their transportation vehicle as they can afford it easily and it provides them
faster transportation on the busy and congested roads of the large cities. This bike from Hero Honda
is even better when it comes to saving money as it has good mileage to offer you, which can go up
to 70km/litre if you ride on the highroads more. The stylish looks of this bike are another thing that is
attractive to the young people. The double tone colors, and specially designed body of the bike
make it look stunning.

The instrument panel of this bike has some new and advanced dials and you will have a more
advanced headlight in the front, which is more powerful. The low maintenance quality of the bike
allows you to use it tension free, and you will be surely satisfied with the longer seat and helmet
holder. The Hero Honda bikes price has always been reasonable, and this bike is no different.
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